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Abstract: Another method of image processing content based image is said to be possibility of recovery content     
based information retrieval (CBIR), posing question by image content (QBIC) and (CBIR). This is an application of 
computer vision meant to explain image retrieval problem. In large databases we have to find the required image by 
applying some query on the basis of  content based  shapes, textures colors etc.we find the required data or image. If 
the ability to estimate or examine the image Content does not exist, in that case search must depend upon metadata 
like caption or keywords. If the query doesn’t match the required contents then it is implemented on some other 
feature of images to retrieve from the database. This research focus on the Content Based image retrieval with 
specific domain of Text Based image retrieval (TBIR) system. [Journal of American Science 2010; 6(9):704-707]. 
(ISSN: 1545-1003). 
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1. Introduction 

               Text-based search gives results with 
semantic similarity, while content-based search 
provides results with visual similarity [1]. Owing to 
the independence between these two approaches, it is 
likely that their combination could better the 
performance of search system, benefiting the afore-
mentioned approaches. 
Work in hand highlights an image retrieval system 
based on a combined search of text and content. 
Large collections of digital images are being created 
in many realms of Commerce, Govt: academia & 
hospitals [2]. 
Many of such collections are the end products of 
digitizing the existing collections of analogue 
photographs, diagrams, drawings, prints & paintings 
etc. These collections were searched by keyword 
indexing or by browsing [6]. Digital images 
databases open up the way to content based 
searching. This paper attempts to survey technical 
aspects of current based image retrieval system. The 
primary object of such survey is to provide an 
overview of the functionality of temporary image 
retrieval system of technical aspects, inquiring or 
questioning, reliance feedback, features, matching 
measures, indexing data structures and result 
presentation. Specific systems rather than general 
architectures are compared and in this way a basis or 
defense is provided. User interface consists of a 
query formulation and a result presentation part. 

Specification images to retrieve from the database 
can be done in number of ways. 
 
There exist a number of approaches for each of these 
these visual features and each of them presents the 
feature from a different perspective [5]. 
                        Color: Color is one of the vital and 
widely used visual features in current based image 
retrieval system. Color histogram is commonly used 
as representation technique. It is statistically 
described as combined probabilistic properties of 
different color channels (as red, green and blue 
channels) by taking hold of number of pixels having 
specific properties. 

So far as computing distance measures are 
concerned, it is based on color similarity which can 
be achieved by computing a color histogram for each 
image that identifies the proportion of pixels within 
an image which has specific values & humans 
express it as colors. 
                      Texture: Texture measures for visual 
patterns in images, are presented by texels which are 
put into a number of sets, it depends on how many 
textures are found out in an image [3]. These sets not 
only define the textures it also tells location of image 
in the texture. Identifications of specific textures in 
an image is got by modeling texture as two 
dimensional gray level variation [8]. 
                      Shape: Shape does not refer to the 
shape of an image, but to a specific region which is 
intended to be sought out. Shapes are often 
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determined first by applying segmentation (parts) or 
edge detection to an image. 
 

 

 

 

2. Material and Methods: 

 
 

2.1 Image Color Selection 

Since human color perception is based on 
memory, object identity, culture, and emotion hence 
it becomes difficult to produce really good color 
reproduction systems. Human skill at color constancy 
is not understood properly. Man often errs in 
understanding model color perception [4].Modeling 
human color perception becomes difficult due to a 
range of technical shortcomings colors on 
photographs are poor representation of the color 
when seen directly. Compression techniques further 
vagues the color authenticity used on images 
presented on internet [2]. 

Monitor setting (brightness and contrast) 
also act as color disturbing factors. Complexity of 
human color perception coupled with technical 
shortcoming are sources of variability, making color 
a “noisy” source of information. 

 

 
                     Figure 1 
 
2.2 Text Based Image Retrieval 

               Content Based image retrieval (CBIR) can 
find the images on text, shapes, colors etc but this 
research focuses on textual based image 
retrieval(TBIR) and get the desired result .It takes the 
keywords from the dictionary of the images and on 
the basis of these keywords search the required  
images [1].By combining Content Based and text 
based image retrieval we can find the better result. 
Content Based provides the visual and Text Based 
provides the  in a semantic base results. [7] 
In this Text Based image retrieval image came in the 
form of text stores in the data dictionary and here 
finds the keywords if the keywords are available in 
the data dictionary then it shows Yes and if the data 
doesn’t find then it shows No then  goes to the image 
block where  it is stored[10]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

               

Figure 2 Text Based Image Retrieval Model 
 
2.3 Difference between Computer and Human 

perception  
Computer is a machine having lots of wires 

and circuits, any job if a command is given to it, it 
does it in no time and free of faults [9]. On the other 
hand human mind consists of mussel, nerves and 
vessels the work assigned to human mind takes time 
with a chance of errors. Task by human mind is likely 
to be completed and it may be completed in days, 
months or year.  

 
2.4 Query Based Image Retrieval  
Query provides the CBIR system with an image and 
then search is based upon search algorithms which 
vary according to its application; result images must 
all share common elements explain in the diagram 1. 
A pre existing image may be supplied by user or 
taken from stored database [11]. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 

 

 

3.1 Statistical Analysis Text Based image retrieval 

(Results) 

 

Table-1 
No: Textual 

Based 
Frequency 
Based 

1 X 10 

2 Y 12 

3 Z   9 

4 W 13 
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This is the Histogram which shows the results of 
image retrieval from the data base frequency of 
image retrieval by taking different sampling of data 
shows that Textual Based image revival is fast as 
compared to Content Based Image Retrieval. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       Figure 3  Histogram of (TBIR) 
 
 
3.2 Pie Chart Representation (Text Based) 

 
Pie Chart shows the results of image retrieval from 
the data base frequency of image retrieval by taking 
different sampling of data shows that Text Based 
image retrieval is fast as compared to Content Based 
image retrieval. 
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 Figure 4 Pie Chart of (TBIR) 
 
3.3 Statistical Analysis Content Based Image 

Retrieval (Results) 

 

                          

Table-2 

No: Textual 
Based 

Frequency 
Based 

1 X   8 

2 Y 10 

3 Z   7 

4 W 10 

 
 
 It shows the results of image retrieval from the data 
base frequency of image retrieval by taking different 
sampling of data shows that Content Based image 
retrieval is slow as compared to text based image 
retrieval. 
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 Figure 5 Histogram of (CBIR) 
 
This Pie Chart shows the results of image retrieval 
from the data base frequency of image retrieval by 
taking different sampling of data shows that Content 
Based image retrieval is slow as compared to Text 
Based image retrieval. 
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  Figure 6 Pie Chart of (CBIR) 
 
4. Conclusion  
              This research focuses on the content based 
image retrieval and mainly focused on Text Based 
image retrieval (TBIR) Content based is visual and 
Text Based is semantic by comparing above results 
Text Based image retrieval is fast as compared to 
Content Based image retrieval (CBIR). 
 
5. Future Work 

In this research main work is done about 
Text Based image retrieval which gives better results 
as compared to other but this is not the final more 
research can be done in this field also like Laser 
Image detection, sementic pattern recognition and 
unified query image retrieval system. 
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